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For 17 Iyears
all I wanted
to do
leave;
was finally
dropping
offwas
to sleep
when the phone dinged. Three texts in quick
succession, and then the ringing. I thought it might be the hospital, so I groped for it and
but now all I want is to forget how little time I have.
picked it up. Down the line came noise and bonhomie.
I hated the claustrophobia of a small town;
“Julie! Sorry, did I wake you up?” Not the hospital. A voice from the past. Stephen
MacIntyre,
ex-boyfriend's
best mate. that has lights mimicking the sun at 3 am.
but
forgot themy
enclosing
IBM skyscraper
“ Steve, it’s 3 a.m.what do you think?”
I thought I shan’t miss the dust in my eyes and musk of the tractor;
I could hear music - AC/DC, the Golden Years - switched off abruptly.
but failed to realise I hate the moist smog of the Flinders St Station underpass more.
“Oh, right," he said. “I thought... you’d be up studying or something.”
I felt lonely and alone walking down a hushed channel;
Sure. I waited, yawning. Soon Stevo and the boys would launch into what they
but
walking
down
Swanston
St realised
even
moreI alone.
wanted.
Back
in the
days before
Siri andI’m
Alexa
- both,
notice, programmed with obliging
female voices on call 24/7 - I was the go-to information channel for these guys. Julie!
I shattered in the ear-splitting country silence;
Listen, does three of a kind beat a full house? Julie! What’s the punchline to that joke about
but awoke to the clatterly clunk of a Metro train at 5:36 am carrying workhorses.
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I thought I’d miss the sunburn on my cherub cheeks,
but the city dirt makes them just as flushed and scarred from cyst-like urban acne.
I thought I hated the almost archaic, corrugated roads;
but they are nothing to the jumbled mess of ring-roads and 3-way roundabouts.
I thought there was nothing here for me;
but I think I’m forgetting the things I miss running for the train leaving Southern Cross.
I always hated the morbid, needle-lined, concrete footpath;
but that same concrete spirals up every CBD skyscraper as an eternal reminder.
I have been waiting to leave the dead wheat paddocks forever;
but to leave for a city just as dead.
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